If we don’t have the instrument you are looking for we will MANUFACTURE it for you.

TIBIAL TUBEROSITY ADVANCEMENT (TTA)
All GerVetUSA surgical instruments are guaranteed for life against manufacturing defects, provided that the instrument is used for its intended surgical purpose. GerVetUSA will either repair or replace the instrument without charge at our discretion*. Our liability under this guarantee shall be limited to repair or replacement of defective merchandise. Our guarantee is unqualified because our own quality control inspectors check GerVetUSA surgical instruments.

* Our instruments are carefully examined by our surgical instrument experts.
* No instrument is shipped unless it meets our standards.
* Tungsten carbide instruments are included except for jaw inserts and Gold handles by a separate warranty.

Tibial Tuberosity Advancement

TTA Instruments provide Cranial cruciate ligament repair in dogs, a condition commonly seen at a precision and proven method. TTA Implants and Instrumentation are the newest in cruciate repair. TTA offers a simpler procedure opposed to a TPLO procedure. In most dogs, TTA can repair CCL ruptures.
### TIBIAL TUBEROSITY ADVANCEMENT

**TTA Container implant with contents**

**GV400-01**

- **TTA container implant without contents**

**GV401-01**

- **TTA container implant with contents**

**Standard**

Kit Includes:
- 1.8mm Orthopedic Drill Bit - Bite Bit Style;
- TTA Plate Bender;
- TTA Fork Drill Guide - 8 Holes;
- 1.7mm Post (set of 2);
- TTA T-Handle, With 6, 9 and 12mm Spacers;
- TTA spreader T-Handle;
- Titanium Screws:
  - 2.4mm x 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 & 40mm (2 Each);
- TTA Cage
  - 6/16, 6/19, 6/22mm,
  - 9/19, 9/22, 9/25mm,
  - 12/22, 12/25, 12/28mm (2 Each);
  - TTA Fork
  - 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 Prong
  - Titanium Screws
    - 2.4mm x 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 & 40mm (2 Each);
  - TTA Plate
    - 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 Holes
  - TTA Fork
  - 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 Prong
  - Titanium Screws
    - 2.7mm x 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 & 40mm (2 Each);
  - TTA Cage
    - 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 Holes (2 Each);
  - TTA PLATE
  - 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 HOLES (2 Each)

**Intermediate**

Kit Includes:
- TTA Cage
  - 6/16, 6/19, 6/22mm,
  - 9/19, 9/22, 9/25mm,
  - 12/22, 12/25, 12/28mm (2 Each);
- TTA Plate
  - 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 Holes
  - TTA Fork
  - 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 Prong
  - Titanium Screws
    - 2.4mm x 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 & 40mm (2 Each);
    - 2.7mm x 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 & 40mm (2 Each);
  - TTA Cage
    - 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 Holes (2 Each);
  - TTA PLATE
  - 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 HOLES (2 Each)

**Advanced**

Kit Includes:
- TTA Cage
  - 6/16, 6/19, 6/22mm,
  - 9/19, 9/22, 9/25mm,
  - 12/22, 12/25, 12/28mm (2 Each);
- TTA Plate
  - 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 Holes
  - TTA Fork
  - 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 Prong
  - Titanium Screws
    - 2.4mm x 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 & 40mm (2 Each);
    - 2.7mm x 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 & 40mm (2 Each);
  - TTA Cage
    - 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 Holes (2 Each);
  - TTA PLATE
  - 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 HOLES (2 Each)
**GV400-00**
Tibia Tuberosity Advancement Instruments container without contents

**GV401-00**
Tibia Tuberosity Advancement Instruments container with contents
Kit Includes: 1.8mm Orthopedic Drill Bit - Bite Bit Style; TTA Plate Bender; TTA Fork
Drill Guide - 8 Holes; 1.7mm Post (set of 2); TTA T-Handle, With 6, 9 and 12mm
Spacers; TTA Cage 6/16, 6/19, 6/22mm, 9/19, 9/22, 9/25mm, 12/22, 12/25,
12/28mm (2 Each); TTA Plate 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 Holes (2 Each); TTA Fork 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 Prong
(2 Each); Titanium Screws 2.4mm x 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 & 40mm (2 Each)

**GV400-02**
Tibia Tuberosity Advancement ESB container for implant without contents

**GV401-02**
Tibia Tuberosity Advancement ESB container for implant with contents:
Kit Includes: TTA Cage 6/16, 6/19, 6/22mm, 9/19, 9/22, 9/25mm, 12/22, 12/25,
12/28mm (2 Each); TTA Plate 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 Holes; Titanium Screws 2.4mm x 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 & 40mm (2 Each); Titanium Screws 2.7mm x 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 & 40mm (2 Each); Titanium Screws 3.5mm x 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 & 40mm (2 Each)
Tibial Tuberosity Advancement

**GT300-09**
TTA fork inserter

**GT100-42**
TTA plate Bender

**GT500-00**
Bone Centering Clamp

**GT500-00**
TTA spreader T-Handle

**GT500-01**
TTA Insert Spacer #6

**GT500-02**
TTA Insert Spacer #9

**GT500-03**
TTA Insert Spacer #12

**GT600-00**
TTA drill guide 4 hole

**GT600-01**
TTA drill guide 8 hole

**GT600-02**
TTA drill guide pins, pair of 2 (1.7mm)
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**GV600-03**
TTA drill guide 2,5/3,5

**GV600-04**
TTA drill guide 2.0/2.7

**GV600-18**
Drill Bits 1,8 mm (self centered)

**GV600-20**
Drill Bits 2,0 mm (plain shaft)

**GV600-25**
Drill Bits 2,5 mm (plain shaft)

**GV650-00**
Screwdriver (AO grip)

**GV650-01**
Screwdriver shaft for 2,7/3,5 mm screw (2,5 mm hex)

**GV650-24**
Screwdriver shaft for 2,4 mm screw (2,0 mm, hex head, 100 mm, AO)

**GV400-24**
Holding Sleeve for 2,4 mm hex screw

**GV400-27-35**
Holding Sleeve for 2,7/3,5 mm hex screw

**GV450-160**
Depth gauge TTA (160 mm, 40 mm)
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**GV100-024-06** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 6mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-08** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 8mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-10** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 10mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-12** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 12mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-14** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 14mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-16** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 16mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-18** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 18mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-20** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 20mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-22** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 22mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-24** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 24mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-26** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 26mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-28** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 28mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-30** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 30mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-32** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 32mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-34** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 34mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-36** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 36mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-38** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 38mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-024-40** Bone Screw Cortex 2.4mm, 40mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-06** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 6mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-08** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 8mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-10** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 10mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-12** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 12mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-14** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 14mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-16** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 16mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-18** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 18mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-20** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 20mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-22** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 22mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-24** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 24mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-26** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 26mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-28** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 28mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-30** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 30mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-32** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 32mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-34** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 34mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-36** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 36mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-38** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 38mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**GV100-027-40** Bone Screw Cortex 2.7mm, 40mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
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**Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm**
- **GV100-035-08**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 08mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
- **GV100-035-10**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 10mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
- **GV100-035-12**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 12mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
- **GV100-035-14**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 14mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
- **GV100-035-16**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 16mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
- **GV100-035-18**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 18mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
- **GV100-035-20**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 20mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
- **GV100-035-22**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 22mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
- **GV100-035-24**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 24mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
- **GV100-035-26**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 26mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
- **GV100-035-28**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 28mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
- **GV100-035-30**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 30mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
- **GV100-035-32**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 32mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
- **GV100-035-34**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 34mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
- **GV100-035-36**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 36mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
- **GV100-035-38**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 38mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium
- **GV100-035-40**: Bone Screw Cortex 3.5mm, 40mm Length, Self-Tapping, Hex, Titanium

**ESY TTA Plate**
- **GV200-02-03**: ESY TTA Plate 2 holes, Style 3, Titanium
- **GV200-02-04**: ESY TTA Plate 2 holes, Style 4, Titanium
- **GV200-02-05**: ESY TTA Plate 2 holes, Style 5, Titanium
- **GV200-02-06**: ESY TTA Plate 2 holes, Style 6, Titanium
- **GV200-02-07**: ESY TTA Plate 2 holes, Style 7, Titanium, Thickness 1.5mm
- **GV200-03-08**: ESY TTA Plate 3 holes, Style 8, Titanium
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- **GV200-02** TTA Plate 2 holes, Titanium
- **GV200-03** TTA Plate 3 holes, Titanium
- **GV200-04** TTA Plate 4 holes, Titanium
- **GV200-05** TTA Plate 5 holes, Titanium
- **GV200-06** TTA Plate 6 holes, Titanium
- **GV200-07** TTA Plate 7 holes, Titanium
- **GV200-08** TTA Plate 8 holes, Titanium

- **GV300-02** TTA Fork 2 Prongs, Titanium
- **GV300-04** TTA Fork 4 Prongs, Titanium
- **GV300-06** TTA Fork 6 Prongs, Titanium
- **GV300-03** TTA Fork 3 Prongs, Titanium
- **GV300-05** TTA Fork 5 Prongs, Titanium
- **GV300-07** TTA Fork 7 Prongs, Titanium
- **GV300-08** TTA Fork 8 Prongs, Titanium
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TTA Cage 12/22 Titanium
GV400-12-22

TTA Cage 12/25 Titanium
GV400-12-25

TTA Cage 6/16 Titanium
GV400-06-16

TTA Cage 6/19 Titanium
GV400-06-19

TTA Cage 6/22 Titanium
GV400-06-22

TTA Cage 9/19 Titanium
GV400-09-19

TTA Cage 9/22 Titanium
GV400-09-22

TTA Cage 9/25 Titanium
GV400-09-25

TTA Cage 12/22 Titanium
GV400-12-22

TTA Cage 12/25 Titanium
GV400-12-25

TTA Cage 12/28 Titanium
GV400-12-28
COMING SOON

DIAMOND RETRACTORS

SQUARE RETRACTORS

PI™ INSTRUMENTS

Please check our website

www.GerMedUSA.com

for our products

Check Twitter, Facebook, YouTube

for new updates